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Abstract

Modern manufacturing is caught in a trade-off
between maximizing efficiency and staying flexible in
dynamic markets. Inter-organizational sharing of
manufacturing capacities on a digital marketplace
could contribute to gain flexibility, reduce cost and
capital employed as well as provide further business
opportunities. Although current research has already
prepared the ground for its technical conceptualization,
research on such a marketplace’s implementation in
a business model is scarce. However, since an
efficient matching of supply and demand requires a
sufficient number of platform users, attracting corporate
customers with a suitable business model is crucial.
The present research aims to address this problem
by developing and evaluating a business model for a
marketplace provider, illustrated for the case of additive
manufacturing.

1. Introduction

While simultaneously maintaining the flexibility
to react to changing market conditions and customer
demands, modern manufacturing strives to maximize
efficiency and cutting costs along the supply chain.
The efficient coordination in a digital marketplace
for manufacturing capacities is subject to the present
research. While current research has mainly focused on
technical concepts, business models have not yet been
explored in detail. Capacity management is a major
challenge for manufacturing companies. Uncertainty
regarding future demands often results in either
over-capacities or shortages [1]. Hence, a collaborative
usage of manufacturing capacities provides a solution to
react flexibly to changes in demand, supplier failures,
and machine break-downs [1].

Traditionally, such collaborative sharing of
manufacturing capacities has been difficult since
highly specialized machine tools inhibit a simple
matching of manufacturing jobs to partners’ free

capacities [1]. However, with the emergence of additive
manufacturing (AM) technologies, custom products can
now be produced directly from a 3D computer model,
which makes AM suitable for the practical realization
of a marketplace. This completely digitized production
enables seamless integration of the marketplace into
the IT and production infrastructure, disrupting current
business models.

Research still lacks an in-depth understanding of
configurations of this specific category of marketplace
business model. Previous research primarily focused
on marketplaces in traditional industry settings, rather
than disruptive new business models [2, 3, 4]. Existing
relevant literature for digital B2B marketplace business
models’ design is therefore highly fragmented into
different research streams. What is missing is a
consolidation of the streams from a holistic business
model perspective, allowing the design of innovative
marketplaces business models, which consider specifics
within an inter-organizational setting.

Overall, to address the given problem set and
develop a suitable business model for implementing the
concept of a marketplace for AM capacities in practice,
the present study seeks to answer the following research
questions (RQ):

RQ1: How can we build a theory-based design
framework for B2B marketplace business models using
a holistic perspective?

RQ2: How can a reference business model for
sharing AM capacities be derived from this framework?

To answer the research questions, we first provide an
overview of prior research and related work, followed by
our methodology description. In Section 4, we present
the developed framework and a short case study to
demonstrate the framework in Section 5. From there,
we develop a reference business model for sharing AM
capacities. Finally, we conclude with an outlook for
future research.
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2. Fundamentals and Related Work

Due to its interdisciplinary nature, the design of
a business model for sharing AM capacities requires
elaborating conceptual fundamentals from two different
research areas. First, the fundamentals for business
models, and second, for sharing AM capacities.

We follow the notion of Teece [5, p. 172] who
defines a business model as the ”[...] design or
architecture of the value creation, delivery and capture
mechanisms” of a firm. It thus explains the underlying
logic of a business along the three dimensions value
creation, value delivery, and value capture. The
most famous taxonomy in research and practice is
the so-called Business Model Canvas [6]. Due to its
broad applicability, specific design elements have to be
taken into account for platform business models, which
influence generic components or even go beyond their
initial considerations [7]. Several authors, therefore,
developed specific platform design frameworks [4],
components [7], pattern dimensions or key attributes [2]
to facilitate the analysis and ideation of such platform
business models. Goyal et al. [8] presents a literature
review on business model development, which leads
to further related work. Additionally, Sanchez-Cartas
and Leon [9] provide an excellent overview of literature
related to multi-sided markets and platform economy.
Nevertheless, there is no holistic business model design
framework with a particular focus on digital B2B
marketplaces.

With the emergence of sharing activities at an
inter-organizational level, the concept of sharing
economy becomes increasingly relevant in the B2B
sector [10]. The possibility of a digital platform for
sharing production capacities becomes evident. For
instance, Schmitt et al. [11] introduce the idea of a
capacity marketplace for sharing production resources.
Production processes of collaboration partners could
permanently integrate networks of enterprises by
connecting their production planning. If integrated into
the production process, higher machine utilization at an
intra- and inter-enterprise level and, therefore, higher
sales can be realized [11]. Further research approaches
aim to design such a platform for exchanging production
capacities. In previous work, we conceptualized a
marketplace implemented as a central platform that can
automatically match products with production processes
and, hence, supply and demand [12]. Stein et al.
[1] further develop and evaluate a prototype for this
market-based coordination of AM capacities, allowing
real-time decisions and, therefore, instant feedback to
customers. As they suggest, AM is especially suitable
for matching production capacities by allowing the

needed flexibility and scalability. In conclusion, the
current concepts have to be extended to a business model
dimension.

3. Methodology

Since new business models constitute an artifact
for a managerial problem, the design science research
approach is suitable for the present research. For
instance, Tura et al. [4] demonstrate this approach’s
applicability in a platform context.

We follow the guidelines of design science research
introduced by Hevner et al. [13] and the research
process, as suggested by Peffers et al. [14]. The artifact
to be designed is a suitable business model for the
practical (business) implementation of the (technical)
concept of a marketplace for AM capacities.

For the design and development of the artifact, we
first developed a theory-based design framework for
B2B marketplace business models by consolidating
research on e-marketplaces and multi-sided platform
business models to ensure a robust theoretical
foundation for the artifact design. To ensure the
framework’s practical relevance and applicability, we
conducted a case study on two existing marketplace
solutions in Section 5. We decided on qualitative
interviews for the case study, which provides the needed
depth and exploration [15, 16]. The questions of the
semi-structured expert interview were structured along
the theory-based design framework and held via phone.
The interview was recorded for data processing, and the
audio file was transcribed literally, whereby syntax was
corrected and fillers deleted. For content analysis, we
assigned substantive statements to categories [15].

For the demonstration of the artifact, we present
a reference model with the three dimensions value
delivery, value creation and value capture in Section 6.

For the final step in the design science process,
the artifact must be tested and evaluated. A
customer-centric, quantitative approach is highly
recommended to evaluate business models [17]. Due to
this evaluation’s high impact and complexity, this step
will be presented in future work.

4. A Business Model Design Framework
for Digital B2B Marketplaces

To build a business model design framework
for digital B2B marketplaces, we extend existing
frameworks by key elements for digital B2B
marketplaces. We structure the model along the
three business model dimensions: value delivery, value
creation, and value capture [2].
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Table 1. Theory-based Design Framework for Digital B2B Marketplace Business Models
Dimensions & Elements Design Decision Literature Base
Value Delivery
Service Bundle Range of services:

Transaction-related; facilitation services; value-added services
Connected Value Proposition:
E.g. cost advantage vs. collaboration & transparency in SCM

[4, 2, 3, 18, 19]

Customer Segments Market scope:
vertical vs. horizontal markets
Neutrality and Ownership:
Neutral vs. biased towards sellers or buyers;
Third-party owned vs. buyer or supplier-owned
Openness:
Level of openness in terms of access and control

[4, 2, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23]

Value Creation
Market Mechanisms E-cataloging:

Public vs. private
Price discovery mechanisms:
Pre-fixed prices (set by buyers / sellers / platform provider) vs. dynamic pricing (auctions /
negotiations; private vs. public)
Smart market mechanisms:
Supporting pricing and/or matching with computational intelligence

[3, 2, 19, 24, 25,
26]

Quality Management
& Governance

Quality management and certification mechanisms:
Ex-ante vs. ex-post; soft vs. hard mechanisms; centralized vs. decentralized
Feedback mechanisms:
Reviews by participants vs. provider; numerical vs. text comments
Platform governance:
Common rules, practices, laws; access restriction or refuse

[4, 27, 28, 29, 30]

Platform Technology Security features:
E.g. authentification checks and access controls; firewalls and intrusion detection systems;
virus protection and encrypted transactions
Level of integration:
Information-level, customized transaction-level, collaborative level
Integration with external service providers:
E.g. financial or logistics service providers

[31, 28, 3, 32]

Value Capture
Revenue Sources
& Pricing Structure

Pricing structure for platform sides:
Equal vs. differential pricing
Key revenue source:
supply side, demand side or sponsor

[30, 23, 33, 2]

Revenue Streams Options to charge customers:
Subscription or membership fees, advertising and permission marketing fees, transaction
fees, posting or order fees, listing or hosting fees, trading information selling fees,
information licensing fees, revenue sharing between business partners, software licensing
fees, private networks sponsorship fees and value-added service fees

[34, 2]

Value Delivery: The framework’s value delivery
dimension refers to those business model elements,
which deliver value for selected customers [2]. The
goal is to offer cost advantages and services targeting
improved transparency, collaboration, and integration.

Regarding the offered service bundle, B2B
marketplaces create value for their customers by
electronically supporting the entire transaction process
from information search to price discovery and
transaction execution [3]. Through its aggregation
role, a B2B marketplace collects information on
products from many suppliers and reduces transaction
and search costs for customers [3]. Facilitation
ranges from internet-based payment to delivery and
logistics services [3]. Apart from these mechanisms
and services around the transaction process itself,
additional value-added services, targeting management
needs, can be offered by the marketplace provider [3].
Moreover, platform providers can offer business process
support by streamlining workflows and facilitating
inter-organizational collaboration.

Decisions on the market scope are one aspect
defining the customer segments. Vertical marketplaces
are formed around a specific industry to support
sourcing goods or services that are primarily specific
to this industry [19]. In turn, horizontal marketplaces
are formed around products or services and cut across
several industries. The different sides of a marketplace
are not necessarily equally targeted by a platform
provider. Instead, the platform can be biased and
owned by buyers or sellers [19]. However, in most
cases, a neutral third party can run marketplaces and
can equally attract both user sides [19]. According to
Eisenmann et al. [20], platforms are open if there are
no restrictions on participation regarding development,
commercialization, or use. Additionally, any other
restrictions have to be reasonable and apply to all
participants in the same way. Overall, decisions on
platform scope, neutrality, and openness should always
be made concerning the needed critical mass of platform
users. Nevertheless, it can make sense to launch in a
niche market first to establish the platform.
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Value Creation: It is essential to understand that
value is co-created on platforms. The provider can not
guarantee the benefits (value) of a marketplace since the
value is only created when participants collaborate and
combine resources [32].

First, market mechanisms need to be specified
for the realization of transactions. Marketplaces
usually implement an electronic cataloging mechanism.
Platform designers can choose between buyer-neutral
(public) or customized (private) e-cataloging for unique
buyers [3]. Public e-cataloging means that the same
products and prices are presented to all potential buyers,
whereas private e-cataloging allows market providers to
publish different products and price sets for different
buyers. Another option is a dynamic price discovery
mechanism where prices are negotiated in real-time
trading processes, designed as auctions (public) or
one-to-one negotiations (private) [3, 19, 2]. In some
cases, negotiation mechanisms are also combined with
e-cataloging [24]. A third market mechanism category
refers to so-called smart market mechanisms where
computational intelligence supports decision-making
[25]. Here, an algorithm solves the allocation problem
for every bid [26] or even directly automate pricing and
matching of supply and demand [1].

Besides trading mechanisms, platform governance
has to become an essential activity for platform
providers [4]. Governance is especially crucial in online
marketplaces where effective transactions require the
sharing of sensitive financial and corporate data and
trading with often previously unknown partners [27].
Unlike other buying situations, trust in e-marketplaces
concerns both trust in sellers and the marketplace
provider [27]. Therefore, platform providers should
prevent quality uncertainty and opportunistic behavior
by implementing quality management mechanisms
which can either manage behavior before or after it
occurs [30]. To this end, platform providers can
implement quality certifications, which, in practice, vary
in their strictness (soft vs. hard mechanisms) and their
centralization (performed by provider vs. participants).
Different feedback mechanisms include participants
reviewing each other or the platform provider reviewing
participants based on standardized metrics [2]. Platform
governance also concerns openness in the sense that
access to the platform can be restricted or refused if
specific criteria are not met [30].

The establishment of trust as a significant challenge
has also consequences for the platform technology.
Possible security features of marketplace providers are
authentication checks and access controls for authorized
resources or areas, firewalls and intrusion detection
systems, virus protection, and encrypted transactions.

Platform operators have to consider a trade-off between
security and ease-of-use [31]. According to Murtaza
et al. [31], a significant decision when designing
the technological infrastructure relates to the needed
level of integration: At the information-level, platform
providers link back-end applications of their customers
directly to the platform by installing servers. For
high transaction rates, customized transaction-level
integration might be a better option, where ERP and
other systems are directly linked to and integrated with
the platform. An even higher level is collaborative
integration, which allows marketplace participants
to link product design or planning tools and allows
collaborative work on products. Which integration level
is needed depends on the targeted customer groups’
business needs and, consequently, the offered value
propositions [31]. Specialized know-how of external
service providers can help streamline transaction
processes for integrated financial services as well as
delivery and logistics where corporate purchasing
processes are highly complex[3].

Value Capture: The value capture dimension describes
how profit is captured from the created and delivered
value. Charging customers for the intermediation might
slow down the crucial user base growth [30]. However,
it is necessary to pay for maintenance [33].

When designing pricing structures, marketplace
designers have to decide whether to charge both
platform sides equally for their service or to subsidize
one side. This decision determines which customer
groups become the key revenue sources of the
marketplace. In reality, most multi-sided markets tend
to favor one side of the market, where margins are
lower (“subsidy-side”) in comparison to the so-called
“money-side” [23, 33].

If the platform is attractive enough for the
subsidy-side, the money-side is willing to pay for
accessing the platform. Consequently, depending on the
scenario, the money-side can be either the supply or
the demand-side of a marketplace. Furthermore, there
exists a third option in so-called sponsor-based business
models where a third party pays for the expenses [30].

Besides the pricing structure and key revenue source,
appropriate revenue streams have to be designed. Zheng
[34] offers a broad overview of possible revenue
stream options B2B marketplace providers can choose
from (see Table 1), including the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. Once again, the best
option depends on the overall platform strategy and the
service bundle offered.
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5. Case Study: The Marketplace Business
Models by 3YOURMIND GmbH

The following section aims to achieve the practical
relevance and applicability of the artifact. We combine
the previously presented theoretical implications
with practical insights on business model design and
customers’ preferences. Therefore, we conducted a
case study on 3YOURMIND, an existing marketplace
provider for AM capacities. We chose 3YOURMIND
as a first use case because the company has extensive
knowledge gained in a collaborative research project.
For the case study, we used the expert interview results
with one 3YOURMIND project manager and secondary
data from the corporate website to locate the overall
business model portfolio. The business model portfolio
entails two different marketplace solutions, which
offer different value propositions for two different
market segments (Table 2). The solutions are a public
marketplace for private and business customers and a
private B2B marketplace solution.

Value Delivery: The service bundle provided on the
public marketplace mainly covers transaction-related
and facilitation services. Moreover, a real-time pricing
algorithm for sellers supports an individualized but
simplified price discovery. Therefore, the related value
proposition concentrates on search cost reduction and
electronically facilitating the pricing and matching
process. Nevertheless, since 3YOURMIND sees itself
only as a software provider behind the marketplace,
it does not arrange any further logistics or other
value-added services. The private marketplace is
based on the public marketplace’s standard platform
and includes almost the same transaction-related and
facilitation services as the public marketplace service
bundle. Additionally, the private B2B marketplace
offers value-added services targeting improved
processes in AM. The value created stems from
improved intra- and inter-organizational transparency
and collaboration.

On the buyer side of the public marketplace, the
main customer segment consists of private users.
Additionally, some corporate customers use the public
platform to balance internal capacity shortages. On
the seller side, the leading customer group relates to
professional printing offices, ranging from SMEs to
global networks. One can only register as either buyer
or seller, meaning the two user-sides are officially
separated. However, many register for both sides, which
indicates that a market need for inter-organizational
sharing of AM capacities is given. Regarding the public
marketplace’s neutrality, the two platform sides seem

to have different privileges. In price discovery, for
instance, sellers are the ones determining the pricing
factors. In contrast, when it comes to 3YOURMIND’s
revenue model, buyers are the ones being incentivized.
3YOURMIND considers itself as a neural platform
provider. The marketplace is open for buyers, while
sellers have to pass through a verification process. The
private marketplace covers the same customer segments
for buyers as the public marketplace, except for private
customers. The suppliers depend on individual buyers,
who are the marketplace owners. Thus, 3YOURMIND
acts no longer as a third-party platform provider in
this scenario. Instead, the software customers use the
platform as a direct channel to suppliers.

Value Creation: On both the public and private
marketplace, 3YOURMIND uses smart market
mechanisms to support the matching of supply and
demand, including decision-making and price discovery
with computational intelligence. In both cases, after
uploading their object file, buyers of manufacturing
capacities are suited with a configurator, which
facilitates the specification of production and technical
requirements for the manufacturing job. On the public
marketplace, only eligible offers, including prices, are
presented to buyers in an otherwise public e-catalog. On
the private marketplace, eligible capacities are manually
or automatically transmitted to the platform, with a
possible real-time integration. Capacity sellers set the
prices on both marketplace types and choose between
two price discovery mechanisms: real-time pricing and
manual pricing. The real-time pricing option enables
sellers to specify their pricing algorithms, automatically
calculating prices based on specified product features.
For manual pricing, the seller estimates prices based on
more complex features such as geometry.

Apart from the technological marketplace design,
3YOURMIND’s focus on only delivering the
technology and software behind the marketplace
has also consequences for quality management and
governance. The expert states that 3YOURMIND
cannot guarantee quality since they only act as
an intermediary. However, 3YOURMIND did
have a 5-star-review system before, which was
too costly to maintain. Since customers directly
contact manufacturers in case of insufficient quality,
3YOURMIND sees no need for additional quality
management mechanisms. Since in the case of private
marketplaces, individual software customers are the
ones running the platform, quality management and
governance are their individual tasks.

The platform technology goal for both the public
and the private marketplace of 3YOURMIND, is to
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Table 2. Marketplace Business Model Portfolio by 3YOURMIND
Dimensions & Elements Public Marketplace Private Marketplace
Value Delivery
Service Bundle Electronically facilitating the matching of AM jobs

and service providers, thereby reducing search costs
and making the process as user-friendly as possible

Allowing the establishment of distributed
manufacturing networks by providing access to and
comparing internal and external suppliers’ capacities,
thereby increasing intra- and inter-organizational
collaboration and transparency

Customer Segments Neutral third-party owned and open B2C/B2B
marketplace:
- Buyers: majority private users vs. some corporate
customers (middle-sized and larger; various industries)
- Sellers: professional print service providers (from
SMEs to global networks)

Biased, buyer-owned and private B2B marketplaces:
- Buyers (marketplace-owners): middle-sized and
larger; various industries
- Suppliers: vary depending on individual buyer

Value Creation
Market Mechanisms Smart market mechanisms for improved decision

making and price discovery:
- Configurator facilitates specification of production and
technical requirements
- Public e-catalog presents eligible offers; not based on
real-time capacities
- Sellers set prices based on either automated real-time
or manual pricing

Smart market mechanisms for improved decision
making and price discovery:
- Configurator facilitates specification of production and
technical requirements
- Private e-catalog presents eligible internal and external
(manually or automatically recorded) capacities
- Sellers set prices based on either automated real-time
or manual pricing

Quality Management
& Governance

Focus on platform technology in-stead of leadership
and governance:
- Ex-ante: verification process for sellers
- Ex-post: responsibility for quality assurance and claim
management shifted to sellers; 5-star-review-system
removed

Quality management and governance as individual
software customer’s (buyer’s) task

Platform Technology High level of integration with internal and partners’
systems:
- Add-ons for CAD tools
- Integrated payment options
- Direct ERP-systems integration
High security standards:
- Platform-sided: transport layer security, server-side
encryption, rigorous security testing, intrusion detection
and active monitoring to protect the sensitive data of
customers
- Provider-sided: integration with high-level security
environments; regularly passing security audits

Standard platform integration:
- Add-ons for CAD tools
- Integrated payment options
- Direct ERP-systems integration
Collaborative integration into software suite:
The level depends on software type (SaaS vs on-premise
installation) and module combination
High security standards:
- Platform-sided: automatic software and security
updates; Transport layer security, server-side
encryption, security testing, intrusion detection
and active monitoring
- Provider-sided: integration with high-level security
environments; security audits

Value Capture
Revenue Sources
& Pricing Structure

Differential pricing approach:
- Buyers use the platform for free
- Sellers are the only revenue source

Differential pricing approach:
- Sellers use the platform for free
- Buyers are the only revenue source

Revenue Streams Fee depending on net sales generated on the platform Software licensing fee

offer a holistic platform with a high level of integration
with customers’ and partners’ systems. For AM, CAD
integration is an especially important topic. To this
end, 3YOURMIND offers add-ons for CAD tools with
which customers can easily export their files. Multiple
payment options are offered to facilitate the payment
process, and ERP systems are directly integrated for
accounting.

The integration level of the private marketplace
is naturally higher due to managing the entire AM
process chain. For this purpose, the software provider
offers both to deploy the software inside shared SaaS
infrastructure or as on-premises installation, including
customization to the customer’s requirements. To gain
the trust of customers, 3YOURMIND puts security at
the foundation of its software. It maintains automatic
deployments in both SaaS and on-premise environments
to provide regular software and security updates.
Besides its software, 3YOURMIND states to integrate

with high-level security environments and to pass
security audits regularly.

Value Capture: On both marketplace types,
3YOURMIND follows a differential pricing structure
approach. On the public marketplace, sellers pose the
only revenue stream. They pay a fee, which depends
on net sales generated on the platform. Only if sellers
successfully sell their capacities, the fee is charged.
Buyers, in turn, do not pay for the matching service.
Corporate buyers’ willingness to pay is demonstrated
on the private marketplaces. Here, software suite
customers pay a licensing fee for their customized
solution. External manufacturing providers connected
to the platform do not pay any fee as there is no direct
customer relationship to 3YOURMIND.
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6. A Reference Business Model for
Sharing AM Capacities

Based on the theoretical and practical implications
of business model design, gained from literature
research and the case study, we finally derived an initial
artifact design in the form of a reference business
model for sharing AM capacities (see Table 3). This
reference business model presents both must-haves and
design options. Features like the direct integration of a
complete production planning suite on the marketplace
and automated matching and allocation of products and
machines are design options that only are enabled by
AM’s digital nature.

Value Delivery: The problem set to be solved
refers to searching for a suitable business model for a
B2B marketplace for sharing AM capacities. Therefore,
service bundle of the platform lies in supporting and
facilitating inter-organizational capacity sharing and is
a must-have.

Additionally, we found three suitable value
proposition options for the service bundle. First, in
option A, the marketplace helps buyers reduce search
costs by facilitating matching and price discovery while
still leaving them freedom of supplier choice. Second,
in option B, instead of focusing on cost reduction,
the marketplace aims to improve inter-organizational
collaboration inside the supply chain by supporting the
establishment of preferred buyer-supplier relationships.
Third, in option C, the platform focuses on maximizing
its efficiency by automating supply and demand
matching.

To reach the marketplaces’ overall goal, all users
must be business customers. From there, we designed
the customer segments as follows. For efficiently trading
production resources, machines should be homogeneous
[11]. However, as manufacturers across different
industries apply AM, it allows for sharing resources
with heterogeneous partners [12]. Therefore, to ensure
the needed critical mass of users, we consider a
horizontal marketplace open for all industries applying
AM technologies as a must-have. Furthermore, one
has to decide whether users can only register as
buyers or sellers or participate as both. For efficient
matching, participants should be enabled to balance
machine utilization under all circumstances [1] flexibly.
Consequently, all participants should ideally or at least
optionally act as a buyer and a seller. Concerning
the needed critical mass, a neutral third-party-owned
marketplace generally implicates an expectable higher
user base. Therefore, we suggest realizing the
marketplace as a neutral third-party-owned platform.

The marketplace can potentially be open to all
interested companies or designed as a private platform
with only pre-selected sharing partners. Although an
open marketplace might lead to a larger user base,
building trust as a major concern makes a private
marketplace a suitable option. Thus, both options are
included in the reference business model.

Value Creation: To create the proposed value for
marketplace participants, there exist different suitable
design options for market mechanisms. First, capacity
buyers should be supported in entering printing jobs
and specifying their needs. In a previous study,
we demonstrated that several crucial requirements
have to be specified for matching AM jobs with free
capacities [12]. Therefore, we suggest implementing
an input assistant for buyers, similar to the configurator
3YOURMIND offers on their platforms, as a must-have
in business model design.

To match printing jobs with free capacities, we found
three different design options. The first option would
be a public, neutral e-catalog presenting all matching
capacities. This option provides a good overview of
sellers’ offers and prices, enables one-stop-shopping,
and reduces (search) costs [3]. Second, a private,
customized e-catalog, which presents different offer sets
to different buyers, is suitable. As a result of this,
buyers can pre-select manufacturing capacity sellers
to develop pre-qualified buyer-supplier relationships
[3]. The last option is the automated matching of
manufacturing jobs and free capacities [1]. Finally,
we detected three suitable price discovery options. In
the first option, sellers set prices, either using an
automatic pricing algorithm or by manually entering
prices. In the second option, the formation of
collaborative buyer-supplier-relationships is supported
through private negotiations where, similarly to the
private e-catalog option, firms pre-select sharing
partners. In the last option, price discovery is part of the
automated matching as introduced above, so that jobs
are accepted or rejected and lastly matched based on
buyers’ willingness to pay.

Quality management and governance is a critical
challenge in building trust. As the case study has shown,
decisions on quality management and governance can be
traced back to understanding one’s role as a marketplace
provider. Therefore, we treat a verification process as a
must-have for ensuring a basic quality level.

In addition to the verification process, a review
system can help build trust in the platform and maintain
a certain quality level in the long term. Because
its maintenance is costly, we include the two suitable
configurations reviews by buyers and reviews by the
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Table 3. Reference Business Model Design
Dimensions & Elements Must-Haves Design Options
Value Delivery
Service Bundle Purpose:

Allowing buyers of capacities to serve
demand which cannot be covered with
internal resources and sellers of capacities to
monetize currently unused capacities

Specific value proposition:
A. Increasing market transparency & reducing (search) costs
through overview of available offers
B. Improving interorganizational collaboration inside the supply
chain through preferred buyer-supplier relationships
C. Maximizing economic benefits through the automated
matching of supply and demand

Customer Segments Market diversification:
Horizontal marketplace
User groups/platform sides:
Users participate in both buyer and seller side
Neutrality & Ownership:
Neutral, third-party owned

Openness:
A. Public, open marketplace
B. Private, closed marketplace

Value Creation
Market Mechanisms Smart market mechanisms:

Input assistant/configurator for buyers’
manufacturing job requirements

Supplier choice:
A. Public e-catalog
B. Private e-catalog
C. Automated matching
Price discovery:
A. Prices set by sellers (automated algorithm or manually)
B. Private negotiations
C. Buyers willingness to pay as part of an automatic allocation
mechanism

Quality Management
& Governance

Access control:
Verification process for participants

Review system:
A. None
B. Reviews by buyers
C. Reviews by the platform provider

Platform Technology Must-have integrations:
- Add-Ons for CAD-Tools
- Integrated payments
- Direct integration into ERP-system
Security:
High security standards

Software range:
A. Integration into Software Suite for AM Planning
B. Stand-alone software
Software implementation:
A. Software as a Service (SaaS)
B. On-Premise Software

Value Capture
Revenue Sources
& Pricing Structure

Revenue Sources:
Marketplace participants
Pricing strategy:
Equal pricing

Revenue Streams Revenue Models:
A. Subscription fee
B. Transaction-based fee
C. Software licensing fee

platform provider into the reference business model.
Regarding platform technology, providers have to

decide which customers’ and partners’ systems they
integrate into the platform. Therefore, a high level
of e-marketplace integration is needed to ensure an
efficient sharing of manufacturing capacities. At a
basic integration level, we found add-ons for CAD
systems are must-haves to enable buyers to share their
object files on the marketplace easily. Moreover, to
facilitate the transaction process, integrated payment
options, and direct ERP integration, are additional
must-haves. Security is not only a significant concern
on B2B marketplaces in general, but Schmitt et al. [11]
highlight information security as one major challenge
for a marketplace for sharing production capacities.
Therefore, we treat a sufficient security level as a
must-have for securing trust in the platform.

To achieve a higher integration level, we found two
additional design options. The marketplace can either
form a stand-alone software or be integrated into a
software bundle with additional AM planning services.

Besides the option to manually enter capacities in
a stand-alone software, integration into a software
suite for AM planning would allow for automated
information sharing on real-time capacity usage. Apart
from the software range, also software implementation
decides on the level of integration. SaaS allows for
a more flexible solution as it usually combines some
subscription model and means less initial investment
costs. However, an on-premise solution usually allows
for a customized implementation based on customers’
requirements and better serves integration.

Value Capture: Regarding a suitable revenue model,
the design decisions to be made first concern revenue
sources and their appropriate pricing structure. The
aim is not to achieve cross-side network effects
by subsidizing either buyers or sellers since they
form no separated user groups. Instead, as capacity
matching efficiency increases with a growing total
user base, a platform provider for sharing AM
capacities should target same-side network effects [1].
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Consequently, there is no clear “money-side.” As the
actual participating companies on the platform are
not defined yet, we cannot draw any conclusions on
customer segments. Therefore, for an initial platform
launch, we suggest an equal pricing strategy for all
platform users. As already discussed in the case
study, AM as a niche market might be too small for
an advertising revenue model. Therefore, we do not
suggest any third-party revenue sources.

We found three suitable revenue stream options to
charge marketplace users concerning the technology
options. First, a one-time software-licensing fee forms
the classical revenue model for on-premise software.
However, a subscription model provides the needed
flexibility for a SaaS implementation and, therefore,
is much more common [34]. In contrast, the third
option of a usage-based fee allows charging users based
on their actual platform usage level and scope. This
model is riskier for platform providers since incomes are
uncertain and may be too low. Nevertheless, it can help
grow the user base since no initial investments have to
be made, and trying-out the platform is free.

7. Conclusion

This study seeks to develop a business model for
a digital B2B marketplace for AM capacities by using
a design science research approach. Therefore, we
designed a theory-based design framework to answer
RQ1. We combined this framework with a case study to
develop the reference business model and answer RQ2.

On a value delivery dimension, a horizontal, neutral
marketplace for exchanging AM capacities allows
buyers of capacities to serve demand and sellers of
AM capacities to monetize unused capacities. On a
value creation dimension, the study’s results suggest
the implementation of a smart market mechanism. An
optional review system should be in place to assure
quality verification. On the technology side, integration
of CAD, ERP, and payment services allow seamless
interaction, while high security standards ensure
integrity. In comparison to marketplaces that are not
specific to AM capacities, many value-creating features
depend on a fully digitized production that is enabled
by AM. On a value capture dimension, marketplace
participants should pose the only revenue source and an
equal pricing strategy should be implemented. However,
different revenue models are possible.

This research and its results provide both a scientific
and practical contribution. First, from a scientific
point of view, it contributes to the emerging research
on sharing production capacities. The research
complements existing articles (e.g. [1, 12, 11]) on

a business model perspective and thus, expands the
concept of a marketplace for production capacities
on new design elements. Second, the present study
also contributes to general research on digital B2B
marketplaces. With the theoretically grounded design
framework, the study can contribute to a more precise
definition of digital B2B business models. Moreover,
the chosen design science research approach with its
mixed methods of the theory-based design framework
and case study is also applicable for research on other
B2B marketplace business models. Finally, from a
practical point of view, the artifact design provides
a good starting point for realizing the concept of a
marketplace for sharing AM capacities in practice.
Moreover, the theory-based design framework could,
similar to taxonomies like the Business Model Canvas,
serve as a practical tool for the business model ideation
of various types of B2B marketplaces.

However, this research is not without limitations
and leaves room for future research. First, as it
is exploratory, the final artifact design is influenced
by the chosen methods and the derived implications.
The theoretical framework needs further testing and
development in other marketplace contexts to ensure
an empirical validation of its comprehensiveness.
Furthermore, the developed artifact must-haves and
design options were primarily derived from the case
study’s implications and are thus highly influenced
by 3YOURMIND’s business model design. Further
case studies of other marketplaces could evaluate
the reference business model. Finally, the artifact’s
evaluation is not part of this paper and could lead to final
adjustments of the reference business model.

The present study focused on the particular case
of sharing AM capacities. Therefore, the transfer to
marketplaces of other types of production capacities
should be researched. Future research should explore
both the technical concept and suitable business model
design for other industries to unlock the potential of
sharing production capacities.
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